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Məqalə Azərbaycanın müxtəlif universitetlərində pedaqoji ixtisaslar
üzrə təhsil alan tələbələrin informasiya savadlılığı ilə bağlı müəyyən
tənqidi düşüncə konsepsiyalarını qəbul etməyə nə dərəcədə hazır və
əmin olduqlarını yoxlamağa istiqamətlənir. Tədqiqatda xüsusi olaraq
müasir dövrdə internetdə geniş yayılmış iki məsələyə, yəni səlahiyyətlərin
qiymətləndirilməsinə, həddən artıq ümumiləşdirmə, eləcə də emosional
cəlbedicilik kimi məntiqi xətalara diqqət yetirilir. Araşdırmada
Azərbaycanın müxtəlif universitetlərində bakalavriat səviyyəsində
fərqli pedaqoji proqramlarla təhsil alan tələbələr arasında aparılan
onlayn sorğudan istifadə edilib. Belə görünür ki, tədqiqat iştirakçılarının
əksəriyyətinin veb əsaslı informasiya savadlılığı ilə bağlı tənqidi
düşüncənin əsas konsepsiyaları ilə tanışlıq və əminlik səviyyəsi çox
aşağıdır. Məqalədə daha geniş mənada rəqəmsal texnologiyada
səriştəsizlik məsələsi də vurğulanır; belə ki, müəllimlik ixtisası üzrə
təhsil alan tələbələr etibarsız mənbələrə güvənməyin və veb əsaslı
informasiyanı kontekstləşdirməyin yollarından xəbərsiz olmağın
potensial təhlükələrini tam dərk edə bilmirlər. Araşdırmanın nəticələrinə
əsaslanaraq iddia edilir ki, tənqidi düşüncə və veb əsaslı informasiya
savadlılığı kimi iki strukturu bir fəndə birləşdirərək multidissiplinar
yanaşmanın mənimsənilməsi Azərbaycanda pedaqoji təhsili proq-
ramlarında daha müasir tələblərə cavab verən baza yarada bilər.

Açar sözlər: Veb əsaslı informasiya savadlılığı, müəllimlik ixtisası,
tənqidi düşüncə.
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The present study attempts to explore how prepared students of
teacher education are and how confidently they perceive certain crit-
ical thinking concepts related to information literacy at various uni-
versities of Azerbaijan. The study particularly focuses on two widely
spread phenomena on the modern web i.e., evaluation of authority
and logical fallacies such as emotional appeal and overgeneralization.
The research utilized an online questionnaire conducted with under-
graduate students studying in various pedagogical programs at differ-
ent universities of Azerbaijan. It appears that most of the study
respondents seemed to be neither familiar nor confident with the
essence of critical thinking concepts in terms of web-based informa-
tion literacy. The results highlight a broader issue of digital naivety
where teacher education students might not fully understand the po-
tential pitfalls of relying on unreliable sources and being unaware of
how to contextualize web-based information. In response to the results
of the present study, the paper argues that taking a multidisciplinary
approach by combining the two constructs i.e., critical thinking and
web-based information literacy, in a course might allow for a more re-
sponsive ground in teacher education programs of Azerbaijan.
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ABSTRACT



INTRODUCTIONIt is a matter of concern that the contempo-rary web is crammed with non-credible evi-dence. Yet, the more commonplace web sourcesare becoming, the more students are growingreliant on them in the search of information.Today, it is not rare to come across faulty eval-uation of authority, biases manifested throughemotional appeal and overgeneralization falla-cies in the contemporary realm of web infor-mation. This creates a solid basis for the spreadof misinformation (Jin, et al., 2022) and fakenews (Godbey & Dema, 2018) that might swayaudience’s attention from important topics(Behrens & Rosen, 2012) and might negativelyaffect the public in a variety of ways, theyounger generation in particular. For example,Wikipedia, an open-for-editing source, has gen-erally been an overly popular website for ac-quiring encyclopedic knowledge for most uni-versity students who do not seem to questionits credibility (Alfino, Pajer, Pierce, & Jenks,2008; Knight & Pryke, 2012). A survey con-ducted in 2012 revealed that 75% of universitystudents tend to use Wikipedia to some extentin their academic endeavours (Knight & Pryke,2012), which could imply considerable repu-tation attached to this website. Consequently,today, due to open editing and lack of formalreview process on Wikipedia and other similarweb sources, it appears to be necessary for stu-dents to develop as savvy critical thinkers toconsume and produce web-based information(McGrew, Breakstone, Ortega, Smith, &Wineburg, 2018).In Azerbaijani higher educational context,information literacy, web-based information lit-eracy in particular, is not specifically includedinto curricula as a separate teaching unit.Hence, it appears reasonable to highlight a moreresponsive approach in designing universitycourses, which could be valuable for improvingeducational outcomes. To put it differently,courses taught at tertiary level need to be re-sponsive to the present context of challengesin knowledge, practice, and skills of learners as

well as overall society. Both information literacyand critical thinking skills of school and uni-versity students need to be advanced to re-spond to the information challenges imposedby the modern web (Liu & Huang, 2013).Thus, this necessity of a responsive approachputs the skills of future schoolteachers underquestion too. Modern information literacy andcritical thinking challenges seem to obviouslyrequire people, particularly teachers, to developthemselves systematically in these areas. AsGodbey and Dema (2018) put it, since teachersare “generators of knowledge, providers of in-formation and facilitators of student learning”(p. 1), it seems to be essential for teacher edu-cation students to master this form of literacy.By developing a critical eye toward web-basedinformation, teachers should be one of the mostadept individuals to instill critical evaluation ofweb sources into their learners’ mind. Havingachieved this, the level of vulnerability towarddifferent types of information could be reduced,which is particularly vital for younger learners(Kanmaz, 2022). Therefore, it is valuable to in-vestigate preparedness and the self-perceivedconfidence of prospective educators in teachertraining programs regarding the demands pre-sented by today’s information-rich web envi-ronment.In the light of the above-mentioned prob-lems, the present study attempts to explore howprepared students of teacher education are andhow confidently they perceive certain criticalthinking concepts related to information liter-acy at various universities of Azerbaijan. Thestudy particularly focuses on two widely spreadphenomena on the modern web i.e., evaluationof authority and logical fallacies such as emo-tional appeal and overgeneralization. The re-search utilized an online questionnaire con-ducted with undergraduate students studyingin various pedagogical programs at differentuniversities of Azerbaijan. 
LITERATURE REVIEWIt has been found that students do not seem
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to be very skilled at evaluating credible (e.g.,peer-reviewed articles) and non-credible (e.g.,personal blogs) web information (Liu & Huang,2013). This usually happens due to the fact thatlearners often lack a proper comprehensionand precise criteria of information credibility(Fritch and Cromwell, 2001 as cited in Liu &Huang, 2013). Research shows that studentstend to evaluate sources based on their surfaceindicators rather than asking the right (e.g.,more specific, and context-related) questionsto evaluate them appropriately (McGrew, Break-stone, Ortega, Smith, & Wineburg, 2018). Along the same lines, studies confirm that,in general, there is a gap concerning teachereducation students’ information literacy andcritical thinking (Godbey & Dema, 2018; Lee,Reed & Laverty, 2012); restructuring teachereducation programs in terms of includingproper instruction of the two disciplines is nec-essary (Witt & Dickinson, 2008).Accordingly, the gaps about university stu-dents and teacher education students, in par-ticular, seem to have several implications for amore overarching integration of critical think-ing concepts into information literacy courses(Alfino, Pajer, Pierce, & Jenks, 2008; McMullin,2018). Noteworthy is that information literacyand critical thinking are generally referred toas associated areas, which is usually explainedby the fact that one of the key tenets in beingliterate in terms of information is the ability toevaluate it (Allen, 2008; Hollis, 2019; Godbey& Dema, 2018; Lee, Reed, & Laverty, 2012;Smith, 2013; UNESCO, 2013; Williams & Coles,2007). Albitz (2007) points out that profession-als in higher education, which she assumes asthe ones caring for critical thinking develop-ment, and librarians, the ones caring for infor-mation literacy, share analogous concepts; yeteach party puts forward different terminologyfor them: “…librarians define the skill setneeded to become a life-long learner as infor-mation literacy, teaching faculty members aremore likely to define a similar set as criticalthinking skills” (Albitz, 2007, p.107).However, previously, for quite a long-period,

information literacy was mainly confined to in-structing students to work with various typesof books and other documents. For instance,university librarians’ job focused on teachingwork with encyclopedias and other referencesources. This is usually defined as ‘mechanicalbibliographic or library instruction’ (p.99) andmainly includes seeking and procuring infor-mation (Breivik, 1992 as cited in Albitz, 2007).Yet, with the evolution of the Internet, instruc-tion of this area of knowledge extended its eval-uation aspect; this included familiarizing uni-versity learners more extensively andspecifically with analysis of strengths and weak-nesses of internet-based sources. To put differ-ently, critical thinking was integrated more ex-tensively into the instructional process ofinformation literacy after web sources were uti-lized in a larger-scale manner in universityclassrooms (Albitz, 2007; Alfino, Pajer, Pierce,& Jenks, 2008). Empirical evidence confirms that criticalthinking concepts could be most effectively im-proved and utilized when educators integratethem into a certain discipline (Goodsett, 2020;Kanmaz, 2022). Taylor (2008), for instance, in-dicates that in tertiary classrooms, teachingmethodologies and pedagogy of critical thinkinghave the potential to be supplemented andstrengthened through instruction of informa-tion literacy. Based on the author’s qualitativeobservations, it is assumed that improvementof critical thinking seems to be an ultimatefavourable outcome when instruction of infor-mation literacy is implemented through con-sideration of the two constructs (Taylor, 2008). Despite that, in university teaching practiceof pedagogical programs, it is rare to findcourses successfully combining fundamentaland specific concepts of critical thinking andweb-based information literacy responding tothe challenges of the modern web. Along thesame lines, literature on teaching both areas asa multidisciplinary course is also quite scarce.Yet, most of the existing studies on the topicseem to report possible productive results ofthe unification of critical thinking concepts and
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information literacy (Albitz, 2007; Alfino, Pajer,Pierce, & Jenks, 2008; Goodsett, 2020; Mc-Mullin, 2018). McMullin (2018), for instance,by naming the subjects (i.e., information literacyand critical thinking) as ‘cognitively linked con-structs’ (p.119), claims that there is a need forreadjusting the instruction of critical thinkingand information literacy at universities and thatproviding instruction of both constructs in aunified manner has the potential of yielding ef-fective results for university curriculum (Mc-Mullin, 2018). On a similar note, a case studyconducted with collaboration of library staffand English writing faculty illustrates that sucha unification of information literacy and criticalthinking leads to a more meaningful curriculumand instruction at university (Alfino, Pajer,Pierce, & Jenks, 2008). 
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND 
SURVEY DESIGNI approach this study with the view that in-tegration of critical thinking concepts into web-based information literacy instruction can yieldmore responsive results. This is opposed to themechanical approach of evaluating sources. Theapproach is similar to Milbourn’s (2013) argu-ment proposing the concept of ‘embedded li-brarianship’ incorporating critical thinking con-cepts into the visual aspect of informationliteracy.One of the two large areas the study pin-points is information literacy. Information lit-eracy, taught as a separate or an integratedcourse in most tertiary programs, is defined ina wide range of ways. A largely cited definitionis the one presented by American Library As-sociation, which asserts that information liter-acy encompasses recognition of need for infor-mation as well as locating, evaluating, and usinginformation in an effective manner (Godbey &Dema, 2018). The second focus of the present research,critical thinking, is treated as a specific fieldwhich includes its own explicit teachable topics(i.e., topics such as evaluating authority and de-

tection of logical fallacies) rather than a genericpopular concept. To articulate differently, asGoodsett (2020) puts it, critical thinking is nottreated as ‘a mere buzzword’ (p.227) in thisstudy. The present study accepts Allen’s (2008)definition of critical thinking: “the intellectualand mental process by which an individual suc-cessfully conceptualizes, analyzes, synthesizes,evaluates, and/or applies information in orderto formulate judgments, conclusions, or an-swers” (Allen, 2008, p. 23). For the purposes ofthis study, the paper specifically focuses on twomajor critical thinking concepts, i.e., evaluationof authority and detection of logical fallaciessuch as overgeneralization and emotional ap-peal. The questions of the survey were designedbased on these concepts. The first section ofthe survey is devoted to authority evaluationand includes four questions.In critical thinking, evaluating authority, theconcept that the first part of the study centerson involves examination of the expertise, cred-ibility, relevance, potential bias, and other fac-tors related to the sources or individuals beingreferenced. It also includes determiningwhether the authority being invoked is legiti-mate and relevant to the topic at hand. Thisevaluation is helpful in making informed judg-ments about the strength and validity of infor-mation presented (Behrens & Rosen, 2012;Diestler, 2012). In the realm of the web, some-times, for example, it could include assumingthat a blog article is a credible source becauseit is authored by a university professor, aWikipedia article is credible because of the en-cyclopedic look and vast popularity of the web-site or considering that the phrase ‘accordingto research’ sounds reputable enough to addtrust to in a source without a citation. The im-petus for the first section in the survey of thestudy arose through November’s (2008) de-scription of a thought-provoking case. The mainpoint of the case was a student’s faulty evalua-tion of a source authority. It is worthwhile in-troducing the case for the purpose of clarity:November’s introduction to the realm ofcritical thinking on the Web stemmed from an
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incident involving a high school student namedZack. Submitting a term paper titled “The His-toric Myth of Concentration Camps,” Zack’schoice of source material led to a significantrevelation. He claimed that the Holocaust was,in fact, a medical response aimed at safeguard-ing Jews from the rapid spread of typhus causedby head lice. This unusual perspective had beensourced from a web source.The reaction from Zack’s teacher was oneof shock and concern, as she could not fathomhow the student had failed to discern the unre-liability of the online source. The school initiallyresponded by considering disciplinary meas-ures against the student for the questionablecontent in the paper. The situation, however,took on a more complex dimension due to theweb address associated with the contentiouscontent: http://pubweb.northwestern.edu/~
abutz/intro. While this page has since vanishedfrom Northwestern University’s online domain,back then, it was hosted on the personal web-page of a specific professor. November’s interestin this incident led to an interview with Zackhimself. During the conversation, Zack revealedthat his belief in the authenticity of the contentstemmed from the fact that it was hosted atNorthwestern University’s web address, lend-ing an air of authority to the information. Whatbecame apparent was that Zack had never beentaught the essential skill of deciphering webaddresses. The presence of the tilde (~) char-acter within the address, which indicated a per-sonal page rather than an official universitydocument, was not something he had been ed-ucated about (November, 2008). The first question in the survey presented amodified scenario of the one provided in No-vember’s book and introduced a similar caseto the respondents:

A university professor has made a post on a
personal blog. Can school students use this in-
formation as reliable research evidence?The following question (i.e., why?) in thesection inquired if the participants could justifywhy they consider or do not consider a univer-sity professor’s personal blog as authority.

The next question inquired if the partici-pants considered an article from the famouswidely used Wikipedia to be credible.
Can Wikipedia materials be used in school

projects as reliable evidence?The fourth question in the section intro-duced a web article containing the phrase ‘ac-cording to research’ in its title with no mention,citation, or reference to that particular researchon the page whatsoever. The text of the websitearticle was in Azerbaijani. The title was: “Ac-cording to recent research breakfast is not im-portant”. The question of the survey inquiredhow well the participants can evaluate credi-bility issues in an article containing no refer-ence but having a formal phrase ‘according toresearch’ regarded as authority. 
What are the credibility issues in this source?
https://dietoloq.com/basliqsiz-3/The second half of the survey was devotedto another critical thinking concept, logical fal-lacies or the so-called errors in reasoning. Theyare usually defined as justifications that mightnot necessarily uphold the conclusion they ap-pear to support. Logical fallacies are also de-scribed as intentional statements that draw theaudience away from the core issue (Diestler,2012). Logical fallacies cause bias by distortingreasoning and misrepresenting evidence. Rec-ognizing logical fallacies in each piece are as arule included in the majority of definitions ofcritical thinking, which is a vital skill for futureteachers (Totten, 1990 as cited in Schlutz,1995). Aristotle’s ‘De Sophisticis Elenchis’, oneof the first works on critical thinking everknown, was entirely devoted to logical fallacies,which could imply their remarkable vitality inreasoning (Alfino, Pajer, Pierce, & Jenks, 2008).Besides, research seems to advocate explicitteaching the concept of logical fallacies to im-prove educational outcomes (Khoiri & Widiati,2017).Several types of logical fallacies are identi-fied in literature to evaluate information criti-cally. Yet, the present research focuses on twoof them, i.e., emotional appeal and overgener-alization. They are generally considered as
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more widely spread and identifying emotionalappeal and overgeneralization logical fallaciesusually leads to recognizing major bias in agiven material (Warrington, Kovalyova, & King,2020). The first logical fallacy, emotional appeal oremotionally loaded words encompass variousways of evoking emotions in an argument. Thisinvolves using emotions such as fear, joy, anger,or empathy to connect with the audience andinfluence their beliefs or actions. Emotional fal-lacies can be used in manipulative or fallaciousways (Behrens & Rosen, 2012; Diestler, 2012).The survey question on emotional appeal in-quired if the respondents were confident aboutdistinguishing emotionally loaded texts:
Choose the answer that applies to you most

about the following statement: I can distinguish
emotionally loaded texts.After it, the next question asked if the re-spondents were aware of the fact that emotion-ally loaded texts cannot be used as evidence inscientific school projects.

Can school students use emotionally loaded
texts as evidence in their scientific school
projects?Following it, the respondents were asked tojustify their preceding answer. The second logical fallacy, overgeneraliza-tion, involves making a broad or sweeping state-ment about a group, category, or phenomenonbased on a limited number of examples or ex-periences. This fallacy assumes that becausesomething is true in a few cases, it must be truein all or most cases, which ignores the diversityand complexities that often exist (Behrens &Rosen, 2012; Diestler, 2012).In terms of structure, the survey questionsabout overgeneralization were similar to theones on emotional appeal. The first surveyquestion on overgeneralization inquired if therespondents were confident about distinguish-ing emotionally loaded texts:

Choose the answer that applies to you most
about the following statement: I can distinguish
overgeneralized texts.After it, the next question asked if the re-

spondents were aware of the fact that overgen-eralized texts cannot be used as evidence in sci-entific school projects.
Can school students use overgeneralized texts

as evidence in their scientific school projects?Following it, the respondents were asked tojustify their preceding answer. 
METHODOLOGY 

Data CollectionThe research utilized an online question-naire conducted with undergraduate studentsstudying in various pedagogical programs atdifferent universities of Azerbaijan. The teach-ing majors in the sample included physics,mathematics, English, history, the Azerbaijanilanguage and literature, and primary schoolteaching. The students represented three uni-versities – two public and one private. Overall,while 100 students participated, only 95 re-sponses were found to be relevant and com-plete for data analysis. The majority of the stu-dents studying teaching in Azerbaijan arefemale, so 80 participants were female and 15were male. The age range was 18 to 22. Amongthem, 22 were first-year, 18 were second-year,33 were third year, and 22 were fourth-yearstudents. The questions were presented inAzerbaijani.
RESULTS

Evaluation of AuthorityThe first question asked whether it was ac-ceptable to use information taken from a per-sonal blog of a university professor as scientificevidence in school projects. 46% of studentsadmitted they found it difficult to answer, 22%students answered in affirmative, 27% studentsresponded it was not acceptable (Figure 1).To the follow-up ‘why’ question, a consider-able number of the participants’ answers (69%)can be generalized as not being able to justifytheir previous response. Most of them left theresponse blank or responded that they werenot sure about it. The rest of the answers (31%)
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to the open-ended question can be summarizedas follows: this is a personal blog and is not
scientific evidence; just because the author
teaches at university, his/ her information cannot
be considered scientific; the information provided
on the blog might not necessarily be useful for
students.

To the question about Wikipedia, most ofthe participants i.e., 62% of them, respondedthat it was acceptable, 30% responded other-wise. 8% of the respondents left the questionblank or answered they found it difficult to an-swer (Figure 2). In the next open-ended question about a
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Figure 1 Responses to Question 1

Figure 2 Responses to Question 3



webpage, a great majority i.e., 81%, left thequestion blank or responded that they couldnot answer. The answers of the remaining 19%can be summarized as follows: I see no issues;
there are some spelling issues in the source; the
title is too long; I don’t believe this source; this
looks like a Wikipedia article; there were too
many commercials on the page, and it made me
feel uncomfortable.Overall, what is clear from this evidenceabout evaluating authority is that with the ex-ception of few, the majority of the students didnot demonstrate confidence with regard to eval-uating authority on the web.

Detection of Logical Fallacies To the question about distinguishing emo-tionally loaded texts: 52% said yes, 30% said
no and 18% said they found it difficult to answer(Figure 3). To the next question on the fallacy, 37% re-sponded yes, 39% said no, 24% found it difficult
to answer (Figure 4). In the follow-up open-ended question ‘why?’a considerable majority of the respondents i.e.,93% left this question blank or admitted thatthey could not answer the question. The an-swers of only 7% can be summarized as follows:

emotionally loaded media texts are not suitable
for scientific school projects; it is useful to add
emotions to a school project; such materials can-
not be used as actual evidence. To the close-ended question focused onovergeneralized texts, 47% responded yes,41% said no, 12% found it difficult to answer(Figure 5). After it, to the following question, 26% re-sponded yes, 38% said no, 36% found it difficult
to answer (Figure 6). In the follow-up open-ended question ‘why?’,an overwhelming majority of the respondents,i.e., 87%, either left the answer blank or re-sponded that they were not able to answer. Theanswers of 13% can be summarized as follows: 

I do not consider it a proven source; because
the information from that source might not be
precise; a student should use scientific facts in
school projects. Overall, the participants demonstrated sim-ilar rates of answers about emotionally loadedand overgeneralized texts. This evidence showsthat the students do not seem to be quite pre-pared or confident not only about explainingwhy logical fallacies could distort the qualityof school projects but also about the essence ofthose elements. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS Information literacy and critical thinkinghave long been established as associated areas.(Allen, 2008; Hollis, 2019; Godbey & Dema,2018; Lee, Reed, & Laverty, 2012; Smith, 2013;

UNESCO, 2013; Williams & Coles, 2007). Thisstudy sought to explore how prepared studentsof teacher education are and how confidentlythey perceive themselves in terms of criticalthinking concepts related to web-based infor-mation literacy at various universities of Azer-baijan. On the basis of the collected evidence,
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Figure 4 Responses to Question 6

Figure 5 Responses to Question 8



it appears that most of the study respondentsseemed to be neither familiar nor confidentwith the essence of critical thinking conceptsin terms of web-based information literacy. Theresults are in line with Godbey and Dema(2018) and Lee, Reed and Laverty’s (2012) find-ings. This highlights a broader issue of digitalnaivety where teacher education studentsmight not fully understand the potential pitfallsof relying on unreliable sources and being un-aware of how to contextualize web-based in-formation.The study participants seemed to be moreconfident with close-ended questions ratherthan open-ended. In open-ended questions,they could not elaborate on why they re-sponded so in the preceding questions indicat-ing a potential lack of practice in articulatingtheir thought processes when evaluatingsources. In addition, this puts even the correctlyanswered parts of the survey under question.In the first part of the survey, it was ob-served that the students are not well-preparedin terms of the evaluation of authority on theweb. This could mainly be due to attaching highsignificance to positions, ranks or titles of anauthor, popularity of a website rather than

proper credibility indicators of a source. Furthermore, an interesting aspect of inves-tigation in this section of the survey wasWikipedia, which, based on the previous re-sponses, did not produce positively surprisingresults. A great portion of the students couldnot acknowledge credibility issues of thissource and responded that Wikipedia materialscould be useful as research-based evidence.This suggests that students do not seem to com-prehend the nuances of using crowd-sourcedplatforms for academic research.Likewise, a trend for not recognizing credi-bility gaps was also demonstrated in the partof the survey where most students did not pointout problems regarding lack of citation on thepresented webpage. The webpage contained aphrase ‘according to recent research’, whichmight well be a reason for them not recognizingnon-credibility of the presented webpage. Overall, the results about the first section ofthe survey indicate that authority existence ineach question i.e., the title of a university pro-fessor, encyclopedic look and popularity of awebsite and a formal phrase, might have causedfaulty evaluation of the source by the pre-ser-vice teachers. 
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Figure 6 Responses to Question 9



Furthermore, based on the second part ofthe survey, the findings suggest that anotherroom for improvement among teacher educa-tion students is lack of confidence about theconcept of logical fallacies. The two major typesof logical fallacies investigated, i.e., overgener-alization and emotional appeal, seemed to beunfamiliar concepts for most. Thus, it explainsthe students’ inability to justify why overgen-eralized and emotionally loaded texts, whichhave become widely ubiquitous on the web andcaused considerable bias spread, might distortthe quality of school projects. Even those claim-ing confidence about knowing the problematicnature of logical fallacies were not able to pro-vide open-ended answers to why they thoughtso. All of this evidence seems to signify thatweb-based information literacy and criticalthinking concepts are the areas requiring moreattention from educators of teacher educationprograms.In response to the results of the presentstudy, the paper argues that taking a multidis-ciplinary approach by combining the two con-structs i.e., critical thinking and web-based in-formation literacy, in a course might allow fora more responsive ground in teacher educationprograms of Azerbaijan. This suggested practiceis likely to respond to future schoolteachers’current gaps in knowledge and skills by prepar-ing them for the ever-changing web-informa-tion world. The need for the approach isgrounded by the fact that the modern web isnot immune to fake news, misinformation, andbias, and requires sound and specific knowl-edge of critical thinking concepts for copingwith it. Furthermore, teachers’ role is indispen-sable in formulating critically thinking mindsfor interacting with web information.Teaching information literacy only in termsof librarianship only presents a limited picture.

Thus, modern web-based information literacyinstruction should not be viewed as a stand-alone module limited by technical sides of crit-ical evaluation but should rather allow spacefor more contextual and meaningful analysis ofinformation. It assumes teaching informationliteracy through not only mere mechanical eval-uation of sources, which, by and large, mightrun the risk of not allowing more in-depthanalysis, but also through integration of certaincritical thinking concepts into curriculum. Asresearched by the current study, this could in-clude currently relevant topics such as authorityevaluation, reasoning fallacies, emotions andovergeneralization in dissemination of web-based information. For example, when teachingevaluation of a website, not only its domain andother technical features, but also the contentand context should be included for a more re-sponsive analysis. Also, this multidisciplinaryapproach embraces evaluating sources basedon the author as opposed to authority for de-tection of possible biases. Combining critical thinking concepts andweb-based information literacy, would set amore flexible and practical ground for studentswhere they will not be limited only with me-chanical evaluation and abstract concepts ofcritical thinking but rather encourage morepractice-based steps for content and contextevaluation. Apart from it, this will enable learn-ers to take a more context-based approach inevaluation rather than a mere mechanical one.Overall, the study highlights that the inves-tigated teacher education students from Azer-baijan do not seem to be prepared to integratethe skills of the explored concepts, which iscritical for the 21st century education. Furtherresearch on more specific changes to teachereducation curriculum in Azerbaijani universi-ties would be a logical course of action in thisdomain. 
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